Our Big Dream for The Future
Create a brighter, freer future for children and adults with
disabilities by funding ground-breaking and life-changing research.

Our Big Dreams for
The Future Fund

Big Dreams research into ways to improve

¤400,000

to improve communication, activity, education,
and employment.

mobility and function in disability.

Big Dreams research on assistive technologies

Our Big Dreams campaign is seeking to
raise ¤400,000 to inspire and empower vital,
life-changing research in four key areas over
the next three years.

Big Dreams research to examine and improve

human rights, community involvement, and
engagement in society for those who are disabled.

Big Dreams research to improve the lives
of those ageing with disability.

The future you can inspire
Daniel’s cerebral palsy means that although he can walk, he sometimes
uses a wheelchair or walking aid. Thanks to the assessment and research
conducted in CRC’s Gait Laboratory, Daniel will shortly undergo minor
surgery which will help him to achieve a very important dream – on the
day of his communion Daniel will play on a bouncy castle. That’s a dream
worth believing in.

That’s our Big Dream.
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Join us!

The difference your gift will
make is incredible
At the centre of CRC’s vast range of services is our focus on
research. It is in specialist departments like our Gait Laboratory
that you will find our future. It is there that our state-of-the-art
imaging machine analyses how a person walks and enables
specialised walking aids to dramatically improve the life of so many
with complex mobility needs. In our Alternative Communication
services, our team of experts are constantly searching for new and
improved ways for non-verbal children to communicate.

These are the Biggest Dreams of all.
To help make a Big Dream come true contact Ziva at 00 353 1 854 2432 or email znewman@crc.ie

Dan’s Big Dream is
to work in a play centre
– the soft climbing area
to be exact.”
Ailbhe, Daniel’s mum

Are you a

Big Dreamer?
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Every gift, no matter how big or
small, makes an impact on our
research programme. But if you
make an inspirational donation
of over ¤75,000 you can help
fund an entire postdoctoral
research programme. Your gift
can move us all one step closer
to an answer – and one step
closer to changing the world.
There is no bigger dream than
that. Just contact our Big
Dreams team today.

